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Abstract

We have developed the mechanically controllable break junction setup with an electrochemical cell (EC-MCBJ) to measure the electric conductance of metal nanowires under electrochemical potential control. The electric conductance of Au nanowires was investigated in 0.1 M Na₂SO₄ solution using EC-MCBJ. The conductance of the Au nanowires was quantized in units of $G_0$ ($=2e^2/h$), showing clear features in the conductance histogram. The atomic contact with a specific conductance value was kept for more than 5 sec, indicating the relatively high stability of the present EC-MCBJ system.
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1. Introduction

As materials and devices shrink down to the atomic scale, many interesting quantum phenomena begin to emerge. One example is conductance quantization in nanowires. Electrical conductance through a metal nanowire on an atomic scale is expressed by \( G = 2e^2 / \hbar \sum T_i \) where \( T_i \) is the transmission probability of the \( i \)-th conductance channel, \( e \) is the electron charge, and \( \hbar \) is Planck's constant [1]. \( G_o = 2e^2 / \hbar \) is the unit of the quantized conductance. The conductance quantization behavior of metals has been studied using a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), conducting-tip atomic force microscopes (cAFM), and mechanically controllable break junctions (MCBJ) [1].

The MCBJ technique was first proposed by Moreland and Ekin for the fabrication of tunable tunnel junctions [2]. Later, the method was refined to be applied toward the investigation of stable single-atom contacts [3]. The principle of a MCBJ is shown in Fig. 1. Two wires are mounted on a flexible substrate to be close to each other. By bending of the substrate with a piezo element, the distance between two electrodes can be controlled precisely. Since both wires are fixed to the same substrate, the junction is insensitive to external vibrations. Therefore, the junction has high stability, which enables various fine measurements, such as shot noise measurements and point contact spectroscopy [4-7]. Because of these advantages, experiments with MCBJ have been performed in ultra high vacuum (UHV), in air, under inert gas, atmosphere, in solution, etc [1,6-8].

Recently, preparation of metal nanowires under electrochemical potential control has attracted wide attention [9-13]. Electrochemical potential determines the potential energy of electrons in metal nanowires, resulting in control of the bonding strength between the metal atoms in the wires and the interaction between the metals and molecules in the surrounding medium. These characteristics lead to successful fabrication of very stable metal nanowires, which cannot be prepared in UHV. Relatively stable Au[9], Ag, Cu, Pb[10], Fe, Co, Ni[11], and Pd[12] metal nanowires were fabricated in solution at room temperature with the aid of electrochemical potential control. Furthermore, the stability and structure of Au mono atomic wires was controlled by the electrochemical potential [13].
Despite the advantage of the MCBJ, there have been few studies on metal nanowires under electrochemical potential control using MCBJ. In the conventional MCBJ setup, a large area of the metal wire is exposed to an electrolyte solution. In this case, the Faradic current between the two electrodes interferes with the conductance measurement of metal nanowires under electrochemical potential control. The Faradic current can be easily reduced by coating the tip with wax in the case of the electrochemical STM (EC-STM) setup. Therefore, most of the previous studies have been done with EC-STM. However, the stability of the nanowire fabricated with EC-STM is relatively low. It is difficult to keep the nanowire stable on a time scale which permits the systematic variation of parameters such as electrochemical potential or magnetic field. Thus, in the present study we have developed the MCBJ setup with an electrochemical cell to measure the electric conductance of metal nanowires under electrochemical potential control.

2. Experimental Setup

The bending beam was a plate of phosphor bronze about 1 mm thick, 20 mm long and 8 mm wide. The surface of the plate was insulated with a thin polymer foil (Kapton). The center of the 1 mm diameter Au wire was notched by a surgical knife to create a weak spot. Then, the wire was glued onto the bending beam by two drops of epoxy adhesive (Stycast 2850FT). The distance between the drops was manually reduced under the microscope. After complete polymerization of Stycast, the drops and the metal wire were covered with wax, except the notched area of the wire. The whole assembly was mounted on a three-point bending mechanism, consisting of a stacked piezo-element (AE0505D08: NEC Co.) and two fixed counter supports. By bending the substrate, the top surface of the substrate was expanded, and thus the wire was elongated. At some critical strain, the wire finally broke, forming two separated electrodes. By relaxing the bending of the substrate, the contact could be re-established. As a result of the chosen geometry, the setup itself acts as a reduction gear for the motion of the piezo element ($\delta x$) with respect to the relative displacement of the two electrodes ($\delta y$). For the ideal case of homogeneous strain in the bending
beam, the displacement ratio \( r \) between \( \delta y \) and \( \delta x \) is given by
\[
r = \frac{\delta y}{\delta x} = \frac{6tu}{l^2},
\]
where \( t \), \( u \) and \( l \) are thickness of the bending beam, the distance between the epoxy droplets and the distance between the two counter supports, respectively [1,6,7]. The displacement ratio was \( 5 \times 10^{-3} \) for the present setup, with \( l=20\text{mm} \), \( t=1\text{mm} \), \( u=0.3\text{ mm} \).

Figure 2 (a) shows a photograph of the EC-MCBJ setup with the electrochemical cell. Coarse approach of the piezo element to the substrate was accomplished by a screw mechanism, controlled by a wheel. The fork-blade mechanism was used to mechanically decouple the axle from the screw mechanism in order to reduce the mechanical vibration. Figure 2 (b) shows the photograph of the electrochemical cell made of polychlorotrifluoroethylene (Diflon). The cell was tightly pressed against the substrate via springs. The electrochemical potential of the metal wire (working electrode: W.E.) was controlled with respect to a Ag/AgCl reference electrode (R.E.) using a four-electrode potentiostat (twin potentiostat HECS990C: Fuso Co.). A 0.50 mm diameter Pt wire was used as a counter electrode (C.E.). The conductance of the metal nanowire was determined by the current passing through two working electrodes under a fixed potential difference between the electrodes. Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the MCBJ setup with an electrochemical cell, which enables us to measure the electric conductance of metal nanowires under electrochemical potential control. A personal computer (PC) controlled the movement of the piezo element via a high voltage source and a standard data-acquisition board (National Instruments) installed in a PC. The electric current was recorded via the potentiostat and standard data-acquisition board.

3. Experimental Results

Figure 4 shows the cyclic voltammogram of Au electrodes in 0.1 M Na\(_2\)SO\(_4\) at scan rate of 50 mV/s measured with the EC-MCBJ setup. A reduction current due to hydrogen evolution and an oxidation current due to oxygen evolution were observed in the cyclic voltammogram. The cyclic voltammogram measured with the present setup was similar to that obtained with the conventional electrochemical cell [14], indicating that the electrochemical potential of the Au nanowire was
precisely controlled by this MCBJ setup. The effect of the Faradic current on the conductance measurement of the metal nanowire was evaluated from the cyclic voltammogram. In the conductance measurement, the electrochemical potential of the Au electrodes was kept between -1 V and 0.5 V. In this potential regime, the Faradic current was suppressed to be less than 0.3 μA. The electric current that flows through a Au mono atomic contact (1G₀) is 1.5 μA when the potential difference between two working electrodes (bias voltage) is 20 mV (typical value of the present measurement). The electric current of 1.5 μA is five times larger than the Faradic current of 0.3 μA. Thus, the effect of the Faradic current could be neglected in the conductance measurement of the metal nanowires using the present EC-MCBJ setup.

Conductance measurements using EC-MCBJ were carried out at the breaking process under an applied bias voltage of 20 mV between the two working electrodes. The piezo ramp amplitude (δx) was 2.1 μm, which corresponded to a relative displacement of the two electrodes (δy) of 10 nm, assuming that the displacement ratio (δy/δx) was $5 \times 10^{-3}$. Since the piezo element was moved at 6 Hz, the displacement rate of the electrodes was 60 nm/s. Figure 5(a) shows the conductance trace of the Au nanowire in 0.1 M Na₂SO₄ solution when the electrochemical potential of the Au nanowire was kept at +0.5 V. The conductance decreased in a stepwise fashion with each step occurring at integer multiples of G₀. The conductance of the last plateau was 1 G₀, which corresponded to that of a contact with a single Au atom. Conductance quantization behavior of Au could be successfully observed with the MCBJ setup. However, the residue current and conductance fluctuation were still large with the present EC-MCBJ setup, and an improvement in the setup is in progress in our laboratory. We found that the residue current was proportional to the electrode area exposed to the solution. Our idea is that the exposed area might be drastically reduced by covering the whole metal wire with wax. Only fracture surfaces are expected to be exposed to the solution. With regard to the conductance fluctuation, it mainly originated from the electrical noise, although genuine conductance fluctuation might be observed in the conductance trace. Since the residue current interferes with the conductance measurements, the reduction of residue current would also
decrease the conductance fluctuation caused by electric noise.

Figure 5 (b) shows the conductance histogram of the Au nanowires in 0.1 M Na\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} solution at an electrochemical potential of +0.5V. A conductance histogram was obtained from 5000 individual conductance traces. In the conductance histogram, well-defined peaks appear near integer multiples of $G_0$. The conductance histogram obtained at EC-MCBJ was similar to that with EC-STM [13], indicating that the conductance quantization behavior of metal nanowires could be successfully observed using the present EC-MCBJ setup. While the conductance quantization behavior of Au generally shows little dependence on the conditions (in air, UHV, etc), due to the low reactivity of Au [1], the conductance histograms changed with the electrochemical potential in solution. A detailed investigation on the electrochemical potential dependence is in progress in our laboratory.

Finally, the stability of the metal nanowires was compared between the EC-MCBJ and STM setups. Figure 6 shows the time course of the conductance of the Au point contact. The contact could be kept at a unit of the quantized conductance value ($1G_0$ in Fig. 6) for more than 5 sec by stopping the movement of the piezo element. The lifetime of 5 sec is much longer than that of the Au point contact fabricated with STM. The stability of EC-MCBJ allows for various fine measurements, such as current-voltage characteristics, electrochemical potential or magnetic field dependence, which would drastically facilitate the detailed study of metal nanowires in solution.

4. Conclusion

We have developed a mechanically controllable break junction setup with an electrochemical cell (EC-MCBJ) to measure the electric conductance of metal nanowires under electrochemical potential control. A four-electrode potentiostat was used to control the electrochemical potential of the metal nanowires for the measurement of the conductance of the metal nanowires. Using this setup, the electric conductance of Au nanowires was investigated in 0.1 M Na\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} under electrochemical potential control. Conductance quantization behavior was observed for the Au
nanowires. A metal nanowire with a specific conductance value persisted more than 5sec, indicating the relatively high stability of the present EC-MCBJ system.
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**Figures captions**

Fig. 1: Schematic side view of the MCBJ setup with coating wax (1), notched Au wire (2), two fixed counter supports (3), polymer foil (4), bending beam of phosphor bronze (5), epoxy adhesive (6), and piezo element (7).

Fig. 2: (a) Photograph of the EC-MCBJ setup for measuring the electrical conductance of the metal nanowire under electrochemical potential control; (b) Electrochemical cell (E.C.) with counter electrode (C.E.) and reference electrode (R.E.). The cell was pressed against the substrate via springs.

Fig. 3: A block diagram of the EC-MCBJ setup for the measurement of electrical conductance of the metal nanowire under electrochemical potential control.

Fig. 4: Cyclic voltammogram of the Au electrodes in 0.1 M Na₂SO₄ measured using the MCBJ setup.

Fig. 5: Typical conductance trace (a) and conductance histograms (b) of a Au nanowire in 0.1 M Na₂SO₄ measured using the EC-MCBJ setup. The conductance was at +0.5 V.

Fig. 6: Time course of the conductance of the Au nanowire in 0.1 M Na₂SO₄ at +0.0 V.
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